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Digital photo frame or electronic photo frame sound a little different but in actual these are two
different names of the same product. Whatever you call them, you have to admit that these
electronic frames are great gadgets that display your digital photos in a way you have never
experienced before. They are equally liked at all places whether you show your digital picture frame
to your friends, family or office workers. Youâ€™ll surely get a good response and your choice will be
admired everywhere.

You can use this type of picture frame as a groovy gadget, an executive toy or a desktop accessory.
Such a frame is no doubt one of the most cherished gift items. There are endless possibilities of the
ways you can use this popular electronic gadget.

A digital photo frame is an electronic device which resembles to ordinary picture frame in size and
look. The difference is that with ordinary photo frame, the image quality is not fine enough to catch
the eyes of the viewers but with a digital photo frame, you can display your photos with high
graphics quality. Another great advantage is that you can use multiple photos for the same photo
frame and can add as many photos to the slide show as you want. There are many different sizes
available for digital photo frame ranging from a small one equal to the size of a keychain to large TV
screen that can be hanged on the wall.

Easy to use

A digital photo frame is a great invention that allows you to display your photos on the picture frame
straight from your digital camera. You can display your edited pictures and different attention-
grabbing wall papers on your digital photo frame. You can use your digital picture frame in the same
as you use your computer software for displaying pictures in slideshows. There are some digital
photo frames available in the market that can be connected to the internet for downloading or
sharing photos.

Screen characteristics

The size and resolution of a digital photo frame is extremely important. A picture frame with high
resolution can show the colors the way you want to see them. There are various sizes for photo
frames. An important thing to remember here is that the pictures taken from a low resolution camera
will appear dull even you use high resolution photo frame.

Visual considerations

Style matters. Choose the style and design for your digital photo frame that is aesthetic and suites
the environment where you want to place it. Also keep in mind the space available for your digital
photo frame. Small photo frame can be easily adjusted on your desktop or office table however if
you need a hanging photo frame, go for a bigger one. There are various materials used for casing of
digital photo frames out of which metals, plastic and wood are more common.

Multimedia display

Some digital photo frames come with embedded multimedia features that allow you display photos
as well as play videos. Such photo frames allow you to play background music for the slide show of
your pictures. These features can be controlled with a remote control.
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A a digital photo frame is a great invention that allows you to display your photos on the picture
frame straight from your digital camera. Small a photo frame can be easily adjusted on your desktop
or office table however if you need a hanging photo frame, go for a bigger one.
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